We define the characteristic function for each harmonic function having prescribed singularities in a locally Euclidean space and the class of harmonic functions with bounded characteristic. The main result is that any harmonic function of bounded characteristic can be represented as the difference of two positive harmonic functions with prescribed singularities. Thus the well-known theory of the characteristic functions associated with meromorphic functions has an analogue for harmonic functions in locally Euclidean spaces. !• Preliminaries* 2. Let V be a locally Euclidean n-space (n > 2). By definition V is an ^-manifold for which the defining homeomorphisms rj of open sets 0 with π-balls of R n are isometries. We shall use the same symbol z for the point of V and for its parametric image. Properties of a function u(z) are always to be understood in terms of the parameter. Expressions such as "an w-ball centered at a" and "\z -α|, the distance between z and α" refer to the parametric representation.
3. Let C denote the unit ball in R n and P a coordinate hyperplane. A region G c V is a bordered region if (B-l) B = dG is compact, (B-2) for any ze B there is a neighborhood N(z) and a diffeomorphism φ of N(z) with C such that φ(N n B) = C Π P and ψ(N Π G) is one of the two half-balls of C -P.
A bordered region GcFis regular if 4. The standard properties of harmonic functions which are true for locally Euclidean spaces are used without qualification. In particular we have Green's formulae, the mean value properties, the Poisson formula, and Harnack's inequality.
The characteristic singularity ( [2] , p. 241) for a function ueH in G -a is (1) 8
where ω n is the area of the unit sphere in R n . The flux of s(z) across a sphere centered at a is -1.
The capacity function p σ of G with singularity (1) at a has a constant value on dG such that the regular part of p Q tends to zero at α. For u e H in G, we have ( 2 ) u{a) = \ u(z)(dp(z, a)/δn)dS . 
where the capacity function p Ω has its singularity at z. Similarly x^(z)eH in Ω with boundary values h~ = max( -h, 0) on dΩ, and
JdΩ dΩ
Let the positive and negative singularities of h be α^ and b ά respectively, and define
Here g Ω (z, t) is the Green's function of Ω with singularity at t. We call C(β, h) = ui(ά) the characteristic function of A, with respect to a and £?. The class LC of functions of bounded characteristic consists of he L with
C(Ω, h)^M
for some M < oo and all 13cF, Note that C(β, -h) = u Ω (a). It is a consequence of Theorem 1 below that the class of LC is independent of the point a chosen.
3* The decomposition theorem* 6. THEOREM 
A necessary and sufficient condition for h e LC in V is that h = u -v , where u,ve LP in V.
We first prove that C(Ω, h) is an increasing function of Ω. Proof. The function h -yt + y Ω e C° in Ω, e H in Ω, and has boundary values h on dΩ. From (2) we have
Here we assume that no singularity of h lies on dΩ. An appeal to a continuity argument will give the same result if this is not the case. On separating h into h + and h~, the right side of (8) 
By virtue of (4), (10), and (2), we have
Proof. Choose ae V with h(a) Φ co. The characteristic function of -h is Uo(a). Using (9) with argument a we see that the boundedness of uϊ(a) guarantees the same for UQ(O), and -heLC.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let heLC in V.
The function ui(z), which increases with Ω by Lemma 1, is harmonic on Ω -{α*}. The limit function u(z) is either harmonic or + oo in V -{a,;}. The former must hold since ui(a) is bounded for all Ω by assumption. Analogously, UΈ(Z) tends to v(z) e H in V -{bj}. Formula (9) implies in the limit that
in V, and u,ve LP.
To establish the converse, suppose that h(z) = u λ {z) -^(2;) with u 11 v 1 eLP.
Since 1^(2) ^ 0, (9) implies that all positive singularities of ui are among those of u λ . Thus u x -u£ is superharmonic in Ω and takes its minimum on dΩ. This minimum is nonnegative, and, consequently, ui(z) <£ ^ (2) 
Proof. For βcFwe have h(z) = u^z) -v λ {z) -ui(z) -UQ(Z) .
By the reasoning of 8,
Since the inequalities hold for all Ω c V, the limit functions u and v are dominated by u x and i; x respectively.
Suppose there is an h e LP in V.
For any αeficF the Green's function with singularity at a exists. Since g Ω vanishes on dΩ, h -g Ω is superharmonic. The g Ω increase with ί2, and we conclude that the Green's function g v of V exists.
11. The extremal functions u and v of Theorem 2 have a further decomposition. THEOREM 
he LC in V if and only if
where the x-functions are regular harmonic in V and REMARK. The Green's function for V exists by 10 and will be constructed in the course of the proof. We show next that lim^y yi(z) = Σ αi 6F \9v(z, a;). The proof of the corresponding result for y^ is similar and will be omitted. We have By considering the classes LC and LP defined in 5 we can incorporate the corresponding O-classes into the inclusion chain. We find beginning in 13 that
Proof. If h has the asserted decomposition, then
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